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1. INTRODUCTION
Let # be an n-cycle in the symmetric group 7n and consider the set of all
possible expressions of # as a product of n&1 transpositions. Below we will
construct a (n&1)-dimensional CW-complex, Kn , which we can associate
to this set in a natural way. We will show that Kn is a K(?, 1) for Bn , the
braid group on n strands.
The braid groups, Bn , were introduced by Artin in [1], where the word
problem was solved. In [7], Garside solved the conjugacy problem, using
a different approach. Thurston, using the Garside approach, showed in [5]
that Bn has an automatic structure.
Below we take a different point of view on the braid groups, based
on the use of a much larger set of generators than the standard Artin
generators. This set has been considered already for the 4 strand braid
group in [3], where we also considered the other rank 3 Artin groups. The
generating set is the same as the set of ‘‘canonical factors’’ from [2],
where it is used by Birman, Ko, and Lee in their approach to the word and
conjugacy problems in Bn . It also coincides with the one denoted Q in [8],
where it is used by Krammer to construct a new linear representation of
the braid groups.
It follows from [6] that the set of points in Cn with distinct coordinates
is a K(?, 1) for the pure braid group and that the quotient of this open
2n-dimensional manifold by 7n is a K(?, 1) for the braid group Bn . There
is a finite CW-complex of dimension n&1, which is homotopy equivalent
to this quotient and seems to have been independently discovered by
various people. See [4] for the history of this complex and its generalisation
to other Artin Groups. The complex Kn introduced in this paper is also of
dimension n&1. However, the universal cover of Kn is a simplicial complex
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and the homotopy type of Kn is determined combinatorially rather than
exhibiting it as a retract of a complex hyperplane complement.
This paper has much in common with [2]. In particular, both papers
exhibit new presentations for the braid group and both prove an embedding
theorem for a positive semigroup. The relationships are discussed in detail
in Sections 4 and 5. We thank Joan Birman for several helpful suggestions
which have improved the exposition.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we define a partial order
on 7n using transposition length and characterise the partial order in terms
of the usual cycle factorisation of permutations. In Section 3 we show that
the set of permutations bounded above by a particular n-cycle forms a
lattice, by identifying this set with the lattice of noncrossing partitions of
[1, 2, ..., n]. We also prove a key lemma, Lemma 3.11, relating the order
and group structures. In Section 4, we use the lattice to define an abstract
group, 1n , which we show is isomorphic to the n-strand braid group. In
Section 5, we define the semigroup of positive braids with this new generat-
ing set and prove an analogue of Garside’s Theorem H. From this we show
that the semigroup has right and left cancellation and embeds in 1n . In
Section 6, we associate in a standard way a simplicial complex, X, to 1n
with an obvious 1n action. Using Lemma 3.11 and results from Section 5,
we prove that X is contractible. The quotient space Kn=1n "X is the
desired finite K(?, 1) and we finish with an explicit description of this finite
quotient.
2. A PARTIAL ORDER ON THE SYMMETRIC GROUP
Let 7n be the symmetric group of order n! which we identify with the
group of permutations of the set [1, 2, ..., n]. Let I be the identity permutation
and let T be the set of all transpositions in 7n . We let d : 7n _7n  Z be
the distance function in the Cayley graph of 7n with generating set T and
define the transposition length function l : 7n  Z by l(_)=d(I, _). So l(_)
is the minimum number of consecutive transpositions needed to achieve the
permutation _. It follows from the triangle inequality for d that
l(_)l({)+l({&1_)
for any _, { # 7n . Equality occurs if and only if there is a geodesic in the
Cayley graph from the identity element, I, to _ which passes through {.
Alternatively, equality occurs if and only if there is a shortest factorisation
of { as a product of transpositions which is a prefix of a shortest factorisation
of _.
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Definition 2.1. We introduce the relation  on 7n by declaring
{_ if
l(_)=l({)+l({&1_).
It is readily shown that  is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive, so
that (7n , ) becomes a partially ordered set. The purpose of this section
is to characterize the partial order {_ in terms of the cycle structures of
the permutations _ and {.
Lemma 2.2. If _1 , ..., _k are the disjoint cycles making up a permutation
_ then l(_)=l(_1)+ } } } +l(_k) and _ i_.
Proof. The disjoint cycles of _ can only be factored as products of
transpositions using disjoint sets of transpositions. K
Proposition 2.3. If _ is a k-cycle then l(_)=k&1.
Proof. Assume that _=(1, 2, ..., k). First l(_)k&1 since we can write
_=(1, 2)(2, 3) } } } (k&1, k). We will show that l(_)k&1 using induction
on k. Suppose _=%1%2 } } } %p , where % i are transpositions from 7k . Then
%1 _=%2 } } } %p and if %1=(i, j ), with 1i< jk, then
%1_=(i, i+1, ..., j&1)( j, ..., k, 1, 2, ..., i&1).
By induction and Lemma 2.2, l(%1_)=( j&i&1)+(k&( j&i )&1)=k&2,
so that p&1k&2, as required. K
Lemma 2.4. If _ is a permutation in 7n with k disjoint cycles (including
1-cycles) then l(_)=n&k.
Proof. Suppose _=_1 _2 } } } _k , where _ i are disjoint cycles and _i is a
cycle with li elements. Then l(_ i)=l i&1 by Proposition 2.3. Then
l1+l2+ } } } +lk=n and l(_)=7i l(_i)=7i (li&1)=(7i li)&k=n&k. K
Lemma 2.5. If 1i1<i2< } } } <ikn then (i1 , i2 , ..., ik)(1, 2, ..., n).
Proof. The permutation (i1 , i2 , ..., ik)&1 (1, 2, ..., n) is given by
(i1 , ..., i2&1)(i2 , ..., i3&1) } } } (ik&1 , ..., ik&1)(ik , ..., n, 1, ..., i1&1).
This last permutation has transposition length n&k by Lemma 2.4. K
Proposition 2.6. If 1i< jn and _ # 7n then the transposition (i, j )
satisfies (i, j )_ if and only if i and j belong to the same cycle of _.
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Proof. If i and j belong to the same cycle of _ then (i, j )_ by
Lemma 2.5. Conversely, suppose i and j belong to different cycles of _. Let
_=_1_2 } } } _k be an expression for _ as a product of disjoint cycles with
_1=( p1 , p2 , ..., pk) and _2=(q1 , q2 , ..., q l) where i= p1 and and j=q1 .
Then (i, j )_ if and only if (i, j )_1_2 . However, (i, j )&1 _1_2 is given
by
( p1 , q1)( p1 , p2 , ..., pk)(q1 , q2 , ..., ql)=( p1 , p2 , ..., pk , q1 , q2 , ..., q l).
Thus (i, j ) joins the two cycles _1 and _2 so that l((i, j )&1 _1 _2)=k+l&1
by Proposition 2.3. This gives (i, j )3 _1_2 since l(_1_2)=k+l&2. K
Proposition 2.7. If _{ then every cycle of _ is contained in a cycle
of {.
Proof. Suppose not. So there exist elements i and j belonging to
different cycles of { but to the same cycle of _. So (i, j )_ and (i, j )3 {.
Therefore, by transitivity, _3 { giving a contradiction. K
The cycle structure of a permutation _ defines a partition, which we
will denote [_], of the set [1, 2, ..., n]. The blocks of the partition are
simply the orbits of _. The set of all partitions, 6n , of [1, 2, ..., n] forms
a poset under inclusion. Proposition 2.7 can be interpreted as saying that
the function _ [ [_] is a poset map.
Definition 2.8. If _ and { are cycles with [{][_] then { is said to
be ordered consistently with _ if
for all i, j, k, (i, j, k){ O (i, j, k)_.
Lemma 2.9. If 1i< j<kn then (i, k, j )3 (1, 2, ..., n).
Proof. We observe that (i, k, j )&1=(i, j, k)=(i, j )( j, k) and if
{=( j, k)(1, 2, ..., n)=(1, ..., i, ..., j&1, k, ..., n)( j, ..., k&1)
then the permutation { has two cycles, one containing i and the other
containing j. Thus (i, j ) { has just one cycle and l((i, j, k)&1 (1, 2, ..., n))
=n&1. K
Proposition 2.10. Suppose _ and { are cycles with [{][_]. Then
{_ if and only if { is ordered consistently with _.
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Proof. The direction (O) follows from transitivity. To show (o)
assume that { is ordered consistently with _. By relabelling we can assume
_=(1, 2, ..., k) and that the cycle { involves the numbers i1 , i2 , ..., il , where
1=i1<i2< } } } <ilk.
By Lemma 2.5 the proof is completed if {=(1, i2 , ..., i l). If not, let
{=(1, i2 , ..., ij&1 , i j+ p , ..., ij , ...),
where ij is the first place where { differs from (1, i2 , ..., il). This gives a con-
tradiction since (1, ij+ p , i j){ but (1, ij+ p , i j)3 _ by Lemma 2.9. K
We note that Proposition 2.10 and Proposition 2.7 imply that, when
restricted to the subposet of permutations bounded above by a particular
permutation _, the function { [ [{] is an injective poset map.
Definition 2.11. If _, { # 7n with [_][{] then we say that _ has
crossing cycles with respect to { if there exist i, j, k, and l satisfying
(i, j, k, l ){, (i, k)_ and ( j, l )_ but (i, j, k, l )3 _.
Lemma 2.12. If 1i< j<k<lm then (i, k)( j, l )3 (1, 2, ..., m).
Proof. If we define
{=( j, l )(1, 2, ..., m)=( j, ..., k, ..., l&1)(l, ..., m, 1, ..., i, ..., j&1)
then this permutation { has two cycles, one containing i and the other
containing k. So (i, k) { has just one cycle and [(i, k)( j, l )]&1 (1, 2, ..., m)
has length m&1. K
Proposition 2.13. If _, { # 7n and _{ then _ has no crossing cycles
with respect to {.
Proof. Suppose there exist i, j, k, and l with (i, j, k, l ){, (i, k)_ and
( j, l )_. Since i, j, k, and l belong to the same cycle of { we can assume
this cycle is (1, 2, ..., m) and 1i< j<k<lm. Now (i, k)_ means that
i and k belong to the same cycle, say _1 , of _. Similarly ( j, l )_2 for some
cycle _2_. There are two possibilities.
If _1=_2 then i, j, k, and l belong to the same cycle of _ and we get
(i, j, k, l )_ by Lemma 2.5.
If _1 {_2 then (i, k)( j, l)_1_2_. This gives a contradiction since
(i, k)( j, l )% (1, 2, ..., m) by Lemma 2.12 and (1, 2, ..., m){. K
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Theorem 2.14. If _, { # 7n then _{ if and only if
(a) each cycle of _ is contained in some cycle of {,
(b) each cycle of _ is ordered consistently with the cycle of { which
contains it and
(c) _ has no crossing cycles with respect to {.
Proof. The direction (O) follows from Propositions 2.7, 2.10, and 2.13.
We prove the direction (o) by induction on n. For n=1, 2, or 3 the result
is immediate so assume n>3 and that the result holds for all symmetric
groups on less than n symbols. Furthermore induction allows us to reduce
to the case where { consists of a single cycle. We let _=_1 _2 } } } _k where
the _i are disjoint cycles, each ordered consistently with { and _ has no
crossing cycles with respect to {. Since _1 is ordered consistently with { we
can assume by reordering that {=(1, 2, ..., n) and _1=(i1 , i2 , ..., il) where
1=i1<i2< } } } <iln. Thus, _1{ and
_&11 {=(1, ..., i2&1)(i2 , ..., i3&1) } } } (i l , ..., n)
has length n&l. We now claim that each of the cycles _2 , _3 , ..., _k is
contained in some cycle of _&11 {.
Suppose on the contrary that _p contains two elements i and j belonging
to different cycles of _&11 {. Since _1 and _p are disjoint we know i and j
take on none of the values in [1, i2 , ..., i l]. Thus we can assume 1ir<i<
is< jn for some ir and is . But this gives (i, j )_p and (ir , is)_1 so that
_ would have crossing cycles with respect to {.
Hence we can assume that _&11 _=_2 } } } _k consists of a product of
disjoint cycles each contained in some cycle of _&11 { and each ordered
consistently with that cycle of _&11 {. Furthermore _
&1
1 _ has no crossing
cycles with respect to _&1{ since all cyclic orders in the cycles of _&11 { are
induced from the cyclic order from {. Therefore, by induction, _&11 __
&1
1 {
so that
l(_&11 {)=l(_
&1
1 _)+l([_
&1
1 _]
&1 _&11 {).
We conclude that
l({)=l(_1)+l(_&11 {)
=l(_1)+l(_&11 _)+l([_
&1
1 _]
&1 _&11 {)
=l(_1)+l(_2 } } } _k)+l(_&1{)
=l(_)+l(_&1{),
which gives _{. K
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3. THE LATTICE OF ALLOWABLE ELEMENTS
It follows from Lemma 2.4 that the maximum value for l(_) is n&1 for
_ # 7n and that this maximum is realised if and only if _ is an n-cycle. It
is immediate that (7n , ) is not a lattice since a pair of n-cycles can have
no common upper bound. The purpose of this section is to show that the
subposet of elements bounded above by a fixed n-cycle does form a lattice.
Definition 3.1. Fix the n-cycle #=(1, 2, ..., n) and define the set, A, of
allowable elements to be the set of elements _ in 7n which satisfy _# in
the partial order.
The set of allowable elements of 7n contains the identity element, I, and
# itself. Indeed these are the only allowable elements of length 0 and n&1,
respectively.
Lemma 3.2. If _ and { are allowable elements then _{ if and only if
[_][{].
Proof. Since _# and {#, the second and third conditions of
Theorem 2.14 are satisfied. K
The map _ [ [_] injects the poset of allowable elements A into the
poset of partitions, 6n , of [1, 2, ..., n]. Let P be a partition of [1, 2, ..., n].
We say that two blocks B1 and B2 of P cross if there are integers i, j, k and
l satisfying 1i< j<k<ln with i, k # B1 and j, l # B2 . A partition is
called noncrossing if none of its blocks cross. The image of the poset
of allowable elements under _ [ [_] is precisely the poset NCP(n) of
noncrossing partitions of [1, 2, ..., n]. The poset NCP(n) was shown by
Kreweras to be a lattice in [9], with the meet operation given by inter-
section and the join operation given by taking the noncrossing closure of
the union. We use these operations to define meet and join operations in
(A, ). We note also that the rank function on NCP(n) corresponds to
the length function on A and the atoms correspond to the transpositions.
Definition 3.3. Given a pair of allowable elements _ and { we define
the permutation _ 7 { by the following conditions.
(a) The numbers i and j belong to the same cycle of _ 7 { if and only
if i and j belong to the same cycles in both _ and {.
(b) The order of elements in the cycles of _ 7 { is consistent with #.
Lemma 3.4. If _, { # A then _ 7 { # A and _ 7 { is the greatest lower
bound of _ and {.
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 2 of [9] that the partition [_ 7 {]
associated to _ 7 { is noncrossing and [_ 7 {]=[_] 7 [{] in NCP(n).
The proof now follows from Lemma 3.2. K
Given an arbitrary partition P of [1, 2, ..., n] define a symmetric relation
on the blocks of P by B1 tB2 if B1 and B2 cross. The noncrossing closure
of P, denoted P , is defined to be the partition determined by the reflexive
transitive closure of t. Following [9], we define P 6 Q=P _ Q, for non-
crossing partitions P and Q, where P _ Q is the usual join of P and Q in
the lattice of all partitions of [1, 2, ..., n].
Definition 3.5. Given a pair of allowable elements _ and { we define
the permutation _ 6 { by the following conditions.
(a) [_ 6 {]=[_] 6 [{].
(b) The order of elements in the cycles of _ 6 { is consistent with #.
Lemma 3.6. If _, { # A then _ 6 { # A and _6 { is the least upper bound
of _ and {.
Proof. The permutation _ 6 { is allowable since [_] 6 [{] is non-
crossing and the cycles of _ 6 { are oriented consistently with #. That _ 6 {
is the least upper bound follows from the corresponding fact for [_] 6 [{]
in NCP(n) [9, Theorem 3] and Lemma 3.2. K
Thus we have established
Theorem 3.7. The poset (A, ), with the above definitions of least
upper bound and greatest lower bound, forms a lattice.
Example. If n=4 the set of allowable elements in 74 are
I
(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)
(1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 4), (1, 3, 4), (2, 3, 4), (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 4)(2, 3)
(1, 2, 3, 4).
Compare Fig. 1 of [9]. We note that [[1, 3], [2, 4]] is a crossing partition
and hence not in the image of _ [ [_]. If we calculate (1, 3) 6 (2, 4) we
find that it takes the value #=(1, 2, 3, 4).
From the correspondence between allowable elements and noncrossing
partitions we get a new proof of a well-known result.
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Corollary 3.8. If _ # 7n is an m-cycle then the number of different
expressions for _ as a product of m&1 transpositions is mm&2.
Proof. The set of such expressions is in one-to-one correspondence with
the chains of length m&1 joining the identity to _ in the lattice of elements
{ satisfying {_ and hence in one-to-one correspondence with the chains
of length m&1 joining the discrete partition with the trivial partition in
NCP(m). This last set has cardinality mm&2 by Corollary 5.2 of [9]. K
The poset structure on 7n is not completely unrelated to its group
structure and we finish this section by considering relationships between the
two structures which will be useful to us later. In particular Lemma 3.11 will
allow us to prove, in Lemma 5.1 below, the analogue of Garside’s Theorem H
from [7].
Lemma 3.9. For _, { # 7n , if _{ then _&1{{ and {_&1{.
Proof. We will show _&1{{. The equation {_&1{ is similar.
Suppose _{ and let :=_&1{. Then {=_: with l({)=l(_)+l(:). If we let
%=:&1{ then %={&1_{ and {=:%. In particular, since transposition
length is a conjugacy invariant, l(%)=l(_)=l({)&l(:). Thus we get {=:%
with l({)=l(:)+l(%) or equivalently :{ as required. K
Lemma 3.10. For _, {, % # 7n , if %{_ then %&1{%&1_ and {&1_
%&1_.
Proof. If we define :=%&1{ then the equation %{ gives
{=%: with l({)=l(%)+l(:).
Similarly, if we define ;={&1_ then the equation {_ gives
_={; with l(_)=l({)+l(;).
Thus we get l(_)=l(%)+l(:)+l(;). Since %_ we get _=%:; with
l(_)=l(%)+l(:;). Thus ::; and by Lemma 3.9, ;:;. These last two
inequalities are equivalent to %&1{%&1_ and {&1_%&1_. K
The following lemma relates the group structure on 7n to the lattice
structure on the set of allowable elements.
Lemma 3.11. Suppose a, b, c are allowable elements and we define the
nine allowable elements, d, e, f, g, h, k, l, m, and n by the equations
a 6 b=ad=be, b 6 c=bf =cg, c 6 a=ch=ak
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FIGURE 1
and
a 6 b 6 c=(a 6 b) l=(b 6 c) m=(c6 a) n.
Then we can deduce
e 6 f =el= fm, d 6 k=dl=kn, h 6 g=hn= gm.
Proof. We will show that the first equation holds. The others are
similar. The relevant subset of the Hasse diagram of (A, ) is shown in
Fig. 1, where we have labelled the edge joining _ to { by the element _&1{
whenever _{. We know that
a6 b 6 c=(a 6 b) l=bel and a 6 b 6 c=(b 6 c) m=bfm
By left cancellation in 7n we get el= fm. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.10, we
have eel and f fm so that el= fme 6 f. However, if this inequality is
strict we get a contradiction to the minimality of a 6 b 6 c. K
4. ANOTHER PRESENTATION FOR THE BRAID GROUP
Definition 4.1. For each n we define the group 1n whose generating
set consists of a copy of the set of non-identity allowable elements in 7n .
We denote by [w] the generator corresponding to the allowable element w.
The relations in 1n are all identities of the form [w1][w2]=[w3], where
w1 , w2 , w3 # A&[I], w1w2=w3 in 7n , and l(w1)+l(w2)=l(w3).
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The main result of this section is that this group 1n is isomorphic to
the braid group on n strands. Recall that Bn has a generating set
_1 , _2 , ..., _n&1 and defining relations
_i _i+1_i=_i+1_ i_i+1 (1)
_i_j=_j_ i if | j&i |2. (2)
To simplify notation we will denote by [i1 , i2 , ..., ik] the generator of 1n
corresponding to the allowable element (i1 , i2 , ..., ik) in 7n , and we will
refer to the generators of the form [i, j] as transposition lifts. For the
purpose of establishing the isomorphism between Bn and 1n it will be useful
to consider different presentations for both groups. We look first at a
presentation for Bn , equivalent to the one used in [2].
Lemma 4.2. The n-strand braid group Bn has a presentation with generating
set [bij | 1i< jn], subject to the relations
bijbjk=bjkb ik=b ikbij (3)
whenever 1i< j<kn and
bij bkl=bklb ij (4)
whenever 1i< j<k<ln or 1i<k<l< jn.
Proof. This is proved in exactly the same way as Proposition 2.1
of [2], with our bij playing the role of the aij from that paper. The
relationship between the two presentations is given by
bij [ _i _i+1 } } } _ j&2 _j&1 _&1j&2 } } } _
&1
i+1 _
&1
i
and _i [ bi, i+1 . We choose to use the generators b ij because of our choice
of fundamental word [#]=_1 _2 } } } _n&1 , while [2] uses the fundamental
word $=_n&1 } } } _2 _1 . K
Definition 4.3. We define a function ,: Bn  1n by sending the generator
bij to the transposition lift [i, j].
Lemma 4.4. The map , is well-defined and surjective.
Proof. Whenever 1i< j<kn, the relations
[i, j, k]=[i, j][ j, k]=[ j, k][i, k]=[i, k][i, j]
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are part of the presentation of 1n . Similarly, whenever 1i< j<k<ln
or 1i<k<l< jn the sets [i, j ] and [k, l ] are noncrossing so that
(i, j )(k, l ) is allowable and
[i, j][k, l]=[k, l][i, j].
These sets of equations imply that , is well defined. To establish surjec-
tivity, note that any allowable element w is a noncrossing product of cycles
of the form (i1 , i2 , ..., ik), where 1i1<i2< } } } <ikn. However,
[i1 , i2 , ..., ik]=[i1 , i2][i2 , i3] } } } [ik&1 , ik],
so that [w] lies in the image of ,. K
To construct an inverse to , we will use a different presentation for 1n .
Lemma 4.5. The group 1n is isomorphic to the abstract group generated
by the set of all transposition lifts subject to the relations
[t1][t2] } } } [tn&1]=[s1][s2] } } } [sn&1],
for ti , sj transpositions in 7n satisfying #=t1 t2 } } } tn&1 and #=s1s2 } } } sn&1 .
Proof. Since each generator of 1n is a product of transposition lifts and
for every relation [w1]=[w2][w3] in 1n , we have
[w1]=[w2][w3]  [w1][(w&11 #)]=[w2][w3][(w
&1
1 #)],
every relation in 1n is equivalent to an identity between two strings of
transposition lifts of length n&1 as required. K
Definition 4.6. We define a function % from 1n to Bn by
%([i, j])=bi, j .
Since the [bij] form a generating set for Bn the map % is surjective. To
show that % is well-defined it suffices to prove the following.
Lemma 4.7. For any n&1 transpositions (i1 , j1), (i2 , j2), ..., (in&1 , jn&1)
in 7n satisfying
(i1 , j1)(i2 , j2) } } } (in&1 , jn&1)=(1, 2, 3, ..., n)
we can transform the sequence
(i1 , j1)(i2 , j2) } } } (in&1 , jn&1) (5)
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to the standard sequence (1, 2)(2, 3)(3, 4) } } } (n&1, n) using only the sub-
stitutions
(i, j )( j, k) W ( j, k)(i, k) W (i, k)(i, j ) (6)
for 1i< j<kn and
(i, j )(k, l) W (k, l )(i, j ) (7)
for ii< j<k<l or 1<i<k<l< jn.
Proof. We use induction on n. The case n=2 is immediate, so assume
that n3 and that any expression for (2, 3, ..., n) as a product of n&2
transpositions can be transformed to (2, 3)(3, 4) } } } (n&1, n) using only the
substitutions (6) and (7). Thus the result will follow if we can transform the
original sequence 5 to one of the form (1, 2) t2 t3 } } } tn&1 , where the t i are
transpositions involving elements in the set [2, 3, ..., n].
Let (ik , jk) be the transposition in the sequence (5), with the property
that ik=1 and i l>1 for l>k. Such a transposition exists since the product
is a permutation which sends 1 to 2. We will refer to this situation by
saying the rightmost occurrence of 1 is at (ik , jk). Our object will be to use
the substitutions (6) and (7) to move the rightmost occurrence of 1 to the
left.
If k=1 we already have a sequence of the desired form so we can assume
that k{1. Now consider the sequence (ik&1 , jk&1)(ik , jk) which we will
write as (a, b)(c, d) for notational convenience. Thus 1=c<d and a<b. If
a, b, c, and d are distinct we know that [a, b] and [c, d ] are noncrossing
subsets of [1, 2, ..., n] since (a, b)(c, d ) is an allowable element of 7n . Thus
we can use substitution (7) to replace (a, b)(c, d ) by (c, d )(a, b) and the
rightmost occurrence of 1 has moved to the left.
If a, b, c, and d are not distinct we consider the possible cases separately.
Case 1. a=c. Here the product is (1, b)(1, d )=(1, d, b) and we must
have d<b for (1, d, b) to be allowable. Using substitution (6) we can
replace (1, b)(1, d ) by (1, d )(d, b) and the rightmost occurrence of 1 has
moved to the left.
Case 2. a=d. Here the product is (d, b)(1, d )=(1, b, d ) and we must
have b<d for (1, b, d) to be allowable. This case cannot arise since
d=a<b.
Case 3. b=c. This case cannot arise since a<b=c=1.
Case 4. b=d. Here the product is (a, b)(1, b)=(1, a, b) and we must
have a<b for (1, a, b) to be allowable. Using substitution (6), we can
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replace (a, b)(1, b) by (1, a)(a, b) and the rightmost occurrence of 1 has
moved to the left.
In each case, the rightmost occurrence of 1 can be moved to the left
using only substitutions (6) and (7). Eventually the rightmost occurrence of
1 will be in the first transposition as required. K
We have now established
Theorem 4.8. The group 1n is isomorphic to Bn , the n-strand braid
group.
5. EMBEDDING THE POSITIVE SEMIGROUP IN 1n
For the group 1n , defined by generators and relations in Definition 4.1,
we define a positive word to be a word in the generators that does not
involve the inverses of the generators. Following [7] we say two positive
words A and B are positively equal, written A.B, if A can be transformed
to B through a sequence of positive words, where each word in the
sequence is obtained from the previous one by a single application of one
of the defining relations. Since allowable elements inherit the transposition
length from 7n we use this to associate a length to each generator of 1n and
hence a length l(w) to each positive word w. It is immediate that positively
equal words have the same length.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose a, b are allowable elements and [a] X.[b] Y
in 1n , where X, Y are positive words. Then
X.[d] Z and Y.[e] Z,
where Z is positive and d, e are the allowable elements which satisfy a 6 b=
ad=be.
Proof. As in [7] we will use double induction, first on the length of the
positive word [a] X and second on the number of substitutions required to
realise [a] X.[b] Y. First pick some intermediate expression, say [c] W,
in the sequence of substitutions used to realise [a] X.[b] Y, where c is
a non-identity allowable element. So we have [a] X.[c] W and
[c] W.[b] Y, where W is positive and both equivalences are realised by
less substitutions than was used for [a] X.[b] Y. Hence by induction,
[a] X.[c] W O X.[k] P, W.[h] P,
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where P is positive and a 6 c=ak=ch. Similarly,
[c] W.[b] Y O W.[ g] Q, Y.[ f ] Q
where Q is positive and b 6 c=bf =cg. The two expressions for W yield
[h] P.[ g] Q. Since c is not the identity element, induction on word
length now gives
[h] P.[ g] Q O P.[n] R, Q.[m] R,
where R is positive and h6 g=hn= gm. This allows us to express
X.[k][n] R and Y.[ f ][m] R. However, we are now in the situation of
Lemma 3.11 and can deduce kn=dl and fm=el in 7n . Setting Z=[l] R
completes the proof. K
Note. Geometrically, the proof amounts to embedding three faces of
the cube from Fig. 1 into a Dehn diagram for [a] X.[b] Y.
The same argument with prefixes replaced by suffixes yields the following
result.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose a, b are non-identity allowable elements and X and
Y are positive words with X[a].Y[b]. Then
X.Z[d] and Y.Z[e],
where Z is positive and d, e are allowable elements satisfying a 6 b=da=eb.
Repeated application of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.1 in the case a=b yields the
following.
Corollary 5.3. The semigroup associated to 1n has right and left
cancellation properties.
Corollary 5.4. Suppose a1 , a2 , ..., ak are allowable elements, P is
positive, and
P.[a1] X1 . } } } .[ak] Xk
with Xi all positive. Then there is a positive word Z satisfying
P.[a1 6 } } } 6 ak] Z.
Proof. Apply Lemma 5.1 repeatedly in case a=a1 6 } } } 6 ai and
b=ai+1 and use associativity of the join. K
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The analogous result for suffixes is the following.
Corollary 5.5. Suppose a1 , a2 , ..., ak are allowable elements, P is
positive, and
P.X1[a1]. } } } .Xk[ak]
with Xi all positive. Then there is a positive word Z satisfying
P.Z[a1 6 } } } 6 ak].
In order to embed the positive semigroup associated to 1n into the group
we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 5.6. If w # A then the permutations #w&1 and #w#&1 also belong
to A and the following identities hold among positive elements in 1n .
(a) [#].[#w&1][w]
(b) [#].[#w#&1][#w&1]
(c) [#][w].[#w#&1][#].
Proof. Given w # A define u=#w&1 # 7n . By Lemma 3.9, u # A.
Similarly, if v=#u&1=#w#&1, then v # A. By definition of 1n , the following
identities hold:
[#].[u][w], [#].[v][u], and [#][w].[v][u][w].[v][#].
Substituting for u and v the expressions #w&1 and #w#&1, respectively, we
get the identities (a), (b), and (c) above. K
Theorem 5.7. In 1n , if two positive words are equal they are positively
equal.
Proof. We argue as in Thurston’s proof of 9.2.5 in [5], with [#]
playing the role of 02. Suppose that X and Y are positive words with
X=Y in 1n . Then there is a sequence of (not necessarily positive) words
X=W0 , W1 , ..., Wk=Y,
where each Wi+1 is obtained from Wi by either replacing one side of a
defining relator [w1]=[w2][w3] by the other or by introducing either
[w][w&1] or [w&1][w] somewhere in the word Wi . Let m be the largest
number of occurrences of generator inverses among all the Wi . We will
show that [#]m X.[#]m Y and the result will follow from Corollary 5.3.
First replace each [#]m Wi by the positive word Ui obtained as follows.
For each occurrence of a generator inverse in Wi move one copy of
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[#] forward using conjugation until it absorbs the generator inverse,
i.e., replace the string [#][w1][w2] } } } [wk][w&1], where w and wi are
allowable, by the positive word [#w1 #&1][#w2 #&1] } } } [#wk #&1][#&1w].
Now U0=[#]m X, Uk=[#]m Y, and Ui+1 is obtained from Ui by a
sequence of steps involving either
(1) replacing one side of a defining relator [w1]=[w2][w3] by the
other,
(2) replacing [#][w] by [#w#&1][#],
(3) replacing [#] by [#w&1][w], or
(4) replacing [#] by [#w#&1][#w&1].
By Lemma 5.6, the expressions in square brackets are allowable elements
and Ui .Ui+1 . K
Note. Both [2, 7] also consider the question of embedding the semi-
group associated to a presentation for the braid group into the braid group
itself. Thus it seems appropriate to consider how these embedding results
are related.
There is no obvious relationship between the embedding Theorem 5.7
above and the corresponding theorem from [7]. For example, if a positive
word in the Artin generators [_i] has expressions beginning with both _1
and _2 , then Theorem H of [7] implies that it has an expression beginning
with _1 _2 _1 while Lemma 5.1 above only implies that it has an expression
beginning with _1_2 since
(1, 2) 6 (2, 3)=(1, 2, 3)=(1, 2)(2, 3).
On the other hand, each of the separate cases of Theorem 2.4 of [2] can
be interpreted in the terminology of transposition lifts as
[t, s] X.[r, q] Y O X.[(t, s)&1 {] Z and Y.[(r, q)&1 {] Z,
where {=(t, s) 6 (r, q). Indeed the Embedding Theorem 2.7 of [2] follows
from Theorem 5.7 above. If X and Y are positive words in the [bij] which
are equal in Bn , then they are positively equal in 1n by Theorem 5.7, since
the [bij] are a subset of the generators of 1n . However, Lemma 4.7 implies
that X and Y are positively equal in the semigroup defined by Eqs. (3)
and (4).
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6. THE CONTRACTIBLE COMPLEX X
Fix n and set 1=1n .
Definition 6.1. We say a subset [g0 , g1 , ..., gk] of 1 forms a k-simplex
if gi= g0[wi] for i=1, 2, ..., k where wi # A and I<w1< } } } <wk . In
particular, each element of 1 a 0-simplex with k=0.
Lemma 6.2. Any subset [gi0 , ..., gil] of a simplex [g0 , g1 , ..., gk] is also
a simplex.
Proof. We know gij= g0[w ij] for i=1, 2, ..., l with
Iwi0<wi1< } } } <wilwk ,
so that gij= gi0[w
&1
i0
wij]. This makes [gi0 , ..., gil] an l-simplex since
I<w&1i0 wi1< } } } <w
&1
i0
wil
by Lemma 3.10. K
Definition 6.3. We let X be the abstract simplicial complex with vertex
set 1, which has a k-simplex on [g0 , g1 , ..., gk] if and only if gi= g0[wi]
for i=1, 2, ..., k where wi # A and I<w1< } } } <wk .
We note that paths in the 1-skeleton of X are labelled by words in the
allowable elements. Since the allowable elements form a generating set for
1 it is immediate that the space X is connected. We will show that X is in
fact contractible.
Definition 6.4. We define X+ to be the subcomplex consisting of
simplices whose vertices are labelled by positive words and we define
X+m to be the subcomplex consisting of cells whose vertices are labelled by
positive words of length m.
For a vertex v of X we define the star of v, written st(v, X ) in the usual
way, as the union of the closed simplices of X which have v as a vertex.
This is a finite subcomplex of X since each vertex in st(v, X ) has a label of
the form g[h] or g[h]&1, where g is the label on v and h # A. Similarly,
we define the link of v, written lk(v, X ), as the union of the simplices of
st(v, X) which do not have v as a vertex.
Definition 6.5. We also define the ascending star st+(v, X) to be the
union of the simplices of the form [g, g[w1], g[w2], ..., g[wk]], where
I<w1<w2< } } } <wk in A
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and g is the label on v. The subcomplexes st&(v, X ), lk+(v, X ) and
lk&(v, X ) are defined analogously and are called the descending star,
ascending link, and descending link, respectively.
Theorem 6.6. X+ is contractible.
Proof. We will show that X +m is a strong deformation retract of
X+m+1 and since X
+
0 consists of a single vertex it will follow that X
+ is
contractible. The complex X +m+1 is obtained from X
+
m by adjoining
st&(v, X ) & X+ for each vertex v in X labelled by a positive word of length
m+1. Since
(st&(v, X ) & X+) & (st&(w, X ) & X +)/X +m
for v, w distinct vertices of X labelled by positive words of length m+1, the
theorem will follow if lk&(v, X ) & X+ is contractible.
Let P be the positive word labelling v and Q1 , ..., Qk be the positive
words labelling the vertices w1 , ..., wk in lk&(v, X ) & X+. Then there are
allowable elements x1 , x2 , ..., xk satisfying
P=Q1[x1]=Q2[x2]= } } } =Qk [xk].
By Theorem 5.7, we deduce
P.Q1[x1].Q2[x2]. } } } .Qk [xk].
From Corollary 5.5 we deduce that there exists a positive Q with P.Q[x]
where x=x1 6 x2 6 } } } 6 xk . Thus lk&(v, X) & X + deformation retracts
to the vertex labelled Q. K
Lemma 6.7. If W is a word in 1n then, for some k0, [#]k W is a
positive word.
Proof. Express W in the form W=P1[r1]&1 P2[r2]&1 } } } [rk]&1 Pk+1 ,
where all the Pi are positive words and rj are allowable elements. Then, as
in the proof of Theorem 5.7
[#] W=[#] P1[r1]&1 P2[r2]&1 } } } =Q1[#r&11 ] P2[r2]
&1 } } } ,
where Q1 is the positive word obtained from P1 by replacing each
occurrence of a generator, [w], by the generator [#w#&1]. In this way we
reduce the number of occurrences of generator inverses by premultiplying
by [#]. Eventually [#]k W will be positive. K
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Definition 6.8. The group 1 acts simplicially on X by
g } [g0 , g1 , ..., gk]=[gg0 , gg1 , ..., ggk].
Theorem 6.9. X is contractible.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.7 that X=limk   [#]&k X +. Since
the action of [#] on X is by a simplicial homeomorphism, we deduce that
[#]&k X + is contractible for k1. Thus the homotopy groups of X are all
trivial and since X is a CW-complex we deduce that X is contractible.
Definition 6.10. We define the quotient complex Kn=1n "X.
We note that Kn is a finite CW-complex since there is just one orbit of
0-cells and st(v, X) is finite.
Corollary 6.11. The CW-complex Kn is a K(Bn , 1).
Proof. This follows from the isomorphism between Bn and 1n
(Theorem 4.8) and the contractibility of X (Theorem 6.9). K
We can give an explicit description of this finite K(?, 1). Kn is a quotient
of the geometric realisation of the poset, (A, ), of allowable elements in
7n . Let S be the geometric realisation of the poset A. Thus S is the simplicial
complex with vertex set A and one k-simplex on [w0 , w1 , ..., wk] for every
k-chain w0<w1< } } } <wk in A. Kn is the quotient of the simplicial complex
S under the identifications
[w0 , w1 , ..., wk]t[I, w&10 w1 , ..., w&10 wk],
since these identifications are compatible with the incidence relation in S.
Note Added in Proof. Since this paper was written, we became aware of the work of
D. Bessis, F. Digne, and J. Michel entitled ‘‘Springer theory in braid groups and the
BirmanKoLee monoid’’ to appear in Pacific J. Math., arXiv:math.GR10254, which obtains
several of the results in this paper using a different point of view.
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